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ABSTRACT

This study generated quantitative estimates of changes in the 3-dimensional structure of the
retinal vasculature during diabetes.
Male Wistar rats were rendered diabetic with streptozotocin and sacrificed in groups of 6
animals after 6 months and l year duration of diabetes together with similar numbers of
control rats. The eyes were enucleated and fixed for transmission electron microscopy. Using
trephine blades, circular tissue blocks were cut from the central retina and embedded in resin.
Estimates of the 3-dimensional structure of the retinal capillaries were produced using the
modem stereological method of ‘vertical sections’ specifically adapted to generate estimates
of volume and surface area of structures in vertical sections of retina. After 1 year of diabetes
the volume and surface area of retinal capillary basement membrane had increased compared
to both the corresponding controls and the 6 month diabetics (pS0.05). The volume of retinal
capillaries also increased after l year of diabetes (pS0.05). The volume of capillary
endothelium and pericytes was greater in the l year diabetics than in the I year controls or 6
month diabetics (pS0.05). The data produced by this study represents the first estimates of
the 3-dimensional structure of the retinal vasculature and the changes which occur during the
development of diabetes.
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INTRODUCTION
Morphometric analysis of changes occurring to the retinal vasculature during diabetes have
previously dealt only with 2-dimensional stnictural changes such as increases in capillary
basement membrane thickness (Fischer and Gartner 1983; Stitt et al. 1994; Sosula et al.
1972). The lack of information to date on changes in the 3-dimensional structure of the retina
probably results from difficulties in the generation of isotropic uniform random (IUR)














